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Lani presenting this to you,
stationed in New Zealand,
and yet, as I connect with
you, we exist out of
country, out of even Earth
structure. Even though
your body is of the Earth
structure energy, you can
be clear of that body by identifying with your
essential light body - the eternal consciousness that
has entered into this body for this life journey you
are experiencing.
Already you have identified with this and I connect
with you all to be present in the initial receiving area
of the Station of Light which is associated with
Earth planet. This is where we begin, as usual.

“I come forward to greet you and welcome you into
this space, Beloved. Orem coming forward to you
and in the greeting, I draw you deeper into
realization and perception of your presence here.
Have you already been taking the steps to manifest
the dimensional existence previously referred to –
the dimensional existence including a higher
vibration, frequency. Each time you reconnect with
your point of origin and the energy presented
through this Station, which is the energy presented
through your solar portal, your energy systems
vibrate to the higher frequency pattern coming
through to you. In this way you are manifesting the
greater dimensional field of existence.
Remember, it is about you realizing there are
spheres of civilization created all around you
through mass consciousness and through
dictatorship and yet, you must become more fully
conscious that you emerged into a series of events
or experiences or phases of existence to bring the
higher dimensional frequency pattern into your
manifested lifeform and your manifested creations
supporting that lifeform. Always, our emphasis is to
bring you into that state of consciousness where
you realise you are bringing in this greater
civilization sphere of reality and all of the concepts
within that sphere of reality. If you visualize this in
comparison with Earth, it is in a distant placement
beyond the Earth’s surface and the Earth’s
atmosphere in its bio sphere and you are bringing
in the resonating frequency through the solar portal
and beyond that.

It is a mass of energy potential and we have been
assisting you to return to your original point of
potential which you are expressing and unfolding
and as you continue to do that, it increases
exponentially and this is the patterning of the extra
dimensional existence we often refer to and many
other Beings refer to this in their own way. Perhaps
it is always presented in an individual pattern which
you can identify with and whether you resonate with
that or not, you will always, by your intention,
resonate with the true pattern for you. It is all there.
Now that you have integrated this into you, we are
bringing you into the energy pattern here within the
Station where we have a collection, or a gathering
of Beings, who are working with some individual
patterns of creation that were, and have been, and
are presented into various areas of planet Earth.
These encapsulated many seeds of plant life, many
seeds of intelligent resonating frequency patterns
which bring forth the creations which are
appropriate
for
the
expanding
field of
consciousness. There are other spheres that were
introduced into the planetary matrix relating to
areas where people would go to for repair. All of this
has already been presented into the Earth Station
and has already been activated. Because we are
talking beyond the limits of time and measurement,
all of this has already been activated and is already
part of your consciousness field. Do you relate to
any of this? Do you feel the resonating response
within you as you recognize some individual
aspects that are presented to you?
While we have referred to a few individual spheres
of energy information and patterns and seeds, all of
those encapsulate the configuration necessary for
the unfoldment of them all and the expansion of
them all and the connection of them all into the
extra-dimensional existence. Again, words. Words
can limit, words can free, words by their definition
can limit. Therefore, we always reiterate to you that
the words are concepts, just as the spheres of
energy are potential and concepts, containing
everything that is needed.

You only need to connect with these dynamic
energy spheres, and you will be receiving the
information necessary for you as you participate in
the ongoing expansion, the ongoing upliftment, the
ongoing reformation for many of you of the proper
patterns within your physicality units. We refer
again to the blueprint pattern and the areas within
that, that were activated in the current phase you
experience also interact with these energy spheres
within the Earth structure.
As you become more attuned to perceiving in the
expanded dimensions, you become more aware of
the energy spheres and patterns and the Beings
who are connected with them in support of you as
an individual.
We recognize even though you have willingly come
into the Station for more energy and information
patterns and explanations, there is and can be
aspects of your conscious mind that resist, or that
counteract the energy information coming in. When
you do consciously connect with your original point
of origin, you integrate all aspects of your
consciousness with that greater purpose and
intention and it synchronizes all of the aspects of
you. The conscious mind referred to is also to do
with patterns of individual awareness of self, of
protection, of denial and the aspects that relate to
physical teachings that have been implanted into
your mind, into your living patterns. Therefore,
when you continue to explore your full potential,
you come into full agreement and the participation
of all aspects of your consciousness helps the
unfolding expansion for you.
We refer in this moment to those of you interested
in traveling to other planets. Remember, your
traveling inter-dimensionally in journeys such as
this and your individual inner journeys is all
preparation for further physical exploration, as your
scientific body are working on. By your intention
and traveling into other galactic dimensions and
their existences, you are supporting the inner life
you have and you are supporting yourself who will
be present in those other galactic fields of
consciousness that you travel to.

In such cases when you are aware you are in other
galactic dimensional areas, you are responding to
and you are receiving, you are communicating with
the existence in those dimensions. These inner
connections are vital to your essential essence of
your well-being, of your inner being, of your true
beingness as a Conscious Being.
All of this that is presented to you helps you to
understand who you are and it helps to open up the
communication channels within you. These are not
just verbal communications. The communication
channels also facilitate the transference of the
energy codes of information throughout your
energy form, throughout your consciousness field
as it relates to your life pattern, the life pattern of the
body you have and the life pattern of other life
bodies existing in other realities. Remember, you
are a multi-dimensional being. Remember that your
focus is within the physical form that is part of this
presentation and immersion into this presentation
to you in this.
As I now return you to the receiving area, you will
be aware that you are being evaluated. You are
valued. You are one of the necessary components
of the extra-dimensional civilization, because you
are conscious of it and this is all part of your
purpose for your existence in whatever reality.
You are valued.
This is my presentation to you at this time.

Orem out “

Lani again speaking, gathering you consciously
into this space and absorbing and allowing the
energy and information to continue to reveal to you
more of what was presented as each day goes by.
It compounds everything else that has been
presented and Commander Orem encapsulates
everytthing that is presented to you now, in the
future, what has been – it is all present now with you.
So, bring all of this back to anchor it into your
physical presence. Your physical presence is much
more than physical – it is your energy presence.
Again, it is words that define in a small way, so we
are consciously stepping outside of the definition to
experience the energy, in the way that is
appropriate for you.
Take in a breath, a conscious breath, allowing the
integration of all of the energy into you, allowing it
to help you in every way that is needed. Allowing it
to expand your consciousness field to bring in
creations and even just to appreciate and love who
you are and what is around you. Love everything
that may be changing. Love the concepts that were
presented that you heard, that you received in this
session.
Again, it is necessary to remind you, as you take in
another breath, locate yourself back with your
physical body and your location and into time
measured as a point, a moment, on Earth, realising
that it is a connecvtion to a greater dimensional field
of experience and you are bringing it right back into
the present moment with every breath you take.
Thanks again for being here, and I end this session
through the Omega Communications Portal.
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